CodeDoor

Teach Coding. Create Developers. Open Doors.

With our technology, we empower non-profits, schools, universities and NGO's with access to in-demand coding skill training and elevate their tutors to raise the success-level of their students. We open doors for new learners to a career in coding.

A platform for non-profit organisations

Whether the organisation is planning to start teaching coding or already have a curriculum in place, the CodeDoor platform can support to go beyond teaching coding.

The smart way to learn coding like a pro

Join an educational network of developers at all levels of expertise and companies of all sizes. We teach the students how to learn how to code with an individual curriculum and the help of experts in the field.

Project and team based learning

From day one students are assigned a project and become part of a team, which is the first step from learning coding to becoming a coder through application.
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